With a skill few others have managed, Peter Gottlieb succeeds in fusing the interconnected stories of black migration, urbanization and industrialization. The result is a magnificent portrait of central aspects of black life in Pittsburgh and the varied process of proletarianization. To make the often-told story fresh again, he breaks with traditionby going beyond the "cause and effects of the migration" (page 3) and the theme of racial oppression in the South and North. 
With a skill few others have managed, Peter Gottlieb succeeds in fusing the interconnected stories of black migration, urbanization and industrialization. The result is a magnificent portrait of central aspects of black life in Pittsburgh and the varied process of proletarianization. To make the often-told story fresh again, he breaks with traditionby going beyond the "cause and effects of the migration" (page 3) and the theme of racial oppression in the South and North. The transformation of work also affected the migrants' relationship with the established black community. The migrants, for their part, dodged the attempts of elite elements to have them take sides in the frequent labor-management disputes. Black workers carved out a middle ground and never became "the minnions of Pittsburgh employers" (176) or fitcomfortably in the fold of labor's brotherhood. They were less successful in avoiding efforts to get them to adhere to elite standards of decorum at work and at home. This tug-of-war served to set the migrants apart from old-timers. 
